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And I am so glad you found me! If
you're reading this, then you are
on the hunt for wedding vendors
that will help make your day
special and I am so honored to be
one of them. 

I strive to make you feel beautiful
and comfortable behind my lens all
while doing my best to portray
your personality and unique love
story to the world. 

If you're looking for a laid back,
organized and goofy
photographer, then you've
definitely found your girl. 

I hope you can find a package that
fits your needs so we can work
together to make your fairytale
come true. 

Hey,
It's Meg 



Like I said, my whole goal is to make sure
you feel confident and beautiful with each
photograph. If I give you a pose or prompt
that feels awkward, tell me! If the hand
placement I chose feels weird, switch it up.
This is all about you. If you come with a
great attitude and willingness to get silly,
then I'll be able to capture genuine moments
that will last a lifetime. 

Music helps diminish any awkwardness, well
at least I think so! Which is why I have music
with me everywhere I go. Obviously I turn
it off for the ceremony/reception, but usually
it's with me at all times helping ease any
weirdness. 

I know it can be nerve wracking behind the
lens, so my overall mission is to make the
experience feel effortless and fun. Like a
really fun date night, but with a fun third
wheel (that's me).  

"SHE ROCKED IT. 
THESE ARE MORE
THAN WHAT I EVER
COULD HAVE ASKED
FOR"
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Engagement Photos
Don't forget to enjoy the engagement! I know it can be
hard with all the stress that comes with wedding planning,
but it's always nice to look back on the journey that gets
you to the alter. Plus, this is a great way for us to work with
each other prior to the big day. 

Photo Booth
I now pronounce the newest edition to my services, The
Boujee Booth. This isn't just any photo booth. It is an open
air, digital, contemporary photo booth. Enjoy instant sharing
to mobile devices and customizable features. Even though we
photographers try to capture everyone at your wedding,
some fall through the cracks. This ensures you'll have many
more memories than what I can provide alone. 

Wedding Photos
The BIG day. The moment you've waited for. The day
you get to start building a family with your partner in
crime. It's no secret how important these photos are, which
is why I devote so much energy and time into making sure
I provide you with the best memories I can. It's a day that
you'll look back on forever and I will do my absolute best
to make sure they are perfect. 

Prints
Once your album is delivered, you will have access to the
online store to purchase all kinds of custom prints. Each
package comes with complete access to high resolution
images, so you can also use a print lab of your choosing if
you'd like. 1
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These sessions are one of my FAVS. It's such a laid back
experience with me simply capturing you and your
partner. Instead of stiff poses, I go with fun prompts that
will get you moving. This creates genuine emotion
which makes getting your picture taken a breeze. 

I offer discounted engagement sessions when you book a
wedding because I want to get to know you and work
with you before the big day. That way when the
wedding comes, we are already BFFs. 

Need help with outfits? I got you! Once you book a
wedding you will receive my client guide that includes a
Pinterest board FULL of outfit ideas along with a bunch
of other helpful wedding tips. 

Photos
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Most of the time, you use them for
Save the Dates or the Invitations, but
you certainly don't have to. They can
just be a keepsake for you to remember
the stage of life you're in right now.
The pure bliss of getting to marry
your person and the emotions you
have on the journey to the alter. 

What do we even do
with the engagement
photos?

50 Fully Edited High Resolution
Photos

Up to 1 Hour Session
$250

70 Fully Edited High Resolution
Photos

Up to 2 Hours Session
$450

Engagement Sessions

*50% off engagement session when you
book a wedding package
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I don't really believe in one size fits all, which is why I
provide multiple different wedding packages so you can
find one that fits your needs. 

No matter which one you choose, after booking you will
receive my Client Wedding Guide that goes through what
to expect, how to prepare, preferred vendors and so much
more. 

So when you hire me, you aren't just getting a
photographer. You're getting a wedding planner that
provides helpful tips and encouragement through the
entire planning process. You're getting a right hand gal
that will fetch your dinks and fluff your dress on your big
day. Lastly, you're getting a friend who will capture what
matters most to you.

Photos
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$1500

$2000

$1000 $625

Collections

8 hours of coverage
300-500 images
Online Digital gallery 
High resolution images

Platinum
Collection

6 hours of coverage
200-300 images
Online Digital Gallery
High resolution images

Gold 
Collection

Silver 
Collection

Bronze
Collection

4 hours of coverage
80-100 images
Online Digital Gallery
High resolution images

2.5 hours of coverage
50-80 images
Online Digital Gallery
High resolution images

All packages require a $500 non-refundable deposit which goes toward total shown above
** setting fee must be taxed to comply with Kansas State Law

If your destination requires traveling beyond 60 miles round trip an additional $1 per mile will be added 
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Does the sound of a photo booth make you cringe? Are
you picturing a big, clunky machine and cheesy props? I
get it, I thought the same thing, until I found this open air
photo booth. 

The Boujee Booth is a new and improved photo booth
experience. It's sleek, modern, digital, and down right
BOUJEE. It has a customizable ring light, start screen and
overlay options. The best part? All pictures can be shared
INSTANTLY. Capture more moments from your event
by adding this to your package. 

Found a better fit photographer other than me? That's
okay, you can still book the photo booth without me! 

W

Booth
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$100

Doujeqbad +
package

$175
most 

popular

package

$25

$25

$100/hr

1 hour rental
photo, gif, boomerang,
and video captures 
unlimited digital sharing
via text, airdrop, qr code
private online gallery

All packages require a 30% non-refundable retainer which goes toward total shown above
If your destination requires traveling beyond 60 miles round trip an additional $1 per mile will be added

*this fee is waived if you've booked me as your photographer 
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Dmsinya
package

2 hour rental
photo, gif, boomerang,
and video captures 
unlimited digital sharing
via text, airdrop, qr code
private online gallery
personalized start screen
personalized overlay

Hxobe ra
Hour(s):

Personalized Start Screen:

Personalized Overlay:

*can not be applied to the 'Ya Basic' package



I deliver each gallery through an online software called
Pic-Time. This allows you to have access to an online
gallery, the ability to download your photos in high
resolution, and your own person online shop to buy prints. 

The benefit to using the online shop is with every order I
am required to view the images before they are sent off. I
check for proper cropping and color corrections. So each
image is carefully viewed before heading to the printer. 

However, you are also able to download your images and
use a print lab of your choice if you'd like. Your online
gallery is also shareable, but only you can download the
high resolution images. 

Prints
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Literally
like you're a 
miracle worker 
-Emily Jefferis

Emily + Austin
10.16.21

To view more of my work
please visit:

megsmeedphoto.com



a 

When are all payments due?
The non-refundable deposit is due the date of booking. Your date is not reserved until both the
contract is signed and the deposit is paid. The remaining balance is due not later than 1 week
prior to event date. 

How can I pay you?
I accept payment in the form of cash, check, Venmo or I am able to send an invoice that allows
you to pay online using a credit card. I can also take monthly payments if needed. 

When do I get my images?
The fully edited online gallery can take up to 3 months to receive. Sneak peeks are sent the day
of or the following day. Sneak peek photos can be anywhere from 10-20 images. 
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FAQs

Why is a second shooter important?
Second shooters are essential if you're wanting to more detail and emotion. Generally we keep
one camera on each partner so we can be sure to get both reactions during all the festivities. 

Can I add on a second shooter?
Yes! You can add on a second shooter for the entire day or for a certain amount of time. Add on
prices vary depending on hours wanted.  



Meg
Smeed
killed it 
-Krystin Rubow

Krystin + Darian
09.18.21

To view more of my work
please visit:

megsmeedphoto.com



Ready to 
book?
Think you're ready to book your
wedding photographer? I hope
that's a YES! Here's what to do
next 



01 Pick a date. Let's see if our schedules match up
so we can get your date booked. 

02 Sign the contract. Read over the fine print and
sign on the dotted line. 

03 Pay your deposit. This is the final step to
secure your date. 

04 Plan your dream wedding and remember to
treat yourself from time to time. Reach out if
you have any questions, I'm here to help! 

05 Tie the knot. The big day is FINALLY here
and I can't wait to capture all the moments for
you. Plus, you get to see sneaks so so soon! 
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Please feel free to follow along on my
social media platforms. I've also provided

my contact info for easy access. 
Thank you.

Chanute, KS based photographer

instagram.com/megsmeedphoto facebook.com/megsmeedphoto

megsmeedphoto.com megrdh06@gmail.com


